
Student Forum
Hosts Debate

by Jim Matthews
"The State of the

Union-Who's to Blame" will be

the topic for discussion in the

Sewanee Student Forum
program to be presented this

Sunday night, March 9, at 8:00

P.M. in Guerry Auditorium.

Debaters for the program will be

Frank Mankiewicz and Russell

.

Kirk, who have been described

by Student Forum President

Billy Joe Shelton as

"distinguished speakers in their

prospective fields who will have

plenty to say on the state of the

Union and exactly who is to

blame."

An attorney, author,

journalist, and political

professional, Frank Mankiewicz

is probably best known as the

National Political Director of
Senator George McGovern's
1972 presidential campaign.
Mankiewicz's undergraduate
work was done at UCLA where
his classmates included Robert
Haldeman and John Erlichman.
He also holds a Master of Arts

from Columbia University and a

law degree from Berkely.

In the summer of 1974,
Mankiewicz traveled to Cuba
where he obtained an exclusive

interview with Fidel Castro.

Prior to coming to Sewanee this

week, he has again been in Cuba
as one of three journalists

allowed to interview Castro.

Mankiewicz has served in the

(Cont. on page 3)
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Measles Hit Sewanee
by Nora Frances Stone

An unwritten tradition at

Sewanee, the second semester

flu bug, has been upstaged this

year with a surprise attack in the

form of rubella, better known as

German measles.

Dr. Roger Way, Student
Health Officer, reports over 18
cases from his clinic alone which
in his words would qualify the

outbreak as a "mild epidemic"
for a community the size of

Sewanee. "I am surprised that it

has reached this height now,"
Dr. Way commented.

Rubella, often called the

three day measles to distinguish

it from rubeola or red measles, is

highly contagious because of its

respiratory spread. After an

incubation period of 14 to 17

Second Women's Conference

Gives Insight Into Literature
by Maibeth Porter

The second "Sewanee
Conference on Women" took
place on Friday, February 28,
and Saturday, March 1, 1975.
The conference was successful
and highly acclaimed by all who
attended. Although the
attendance did suffer somewhat
because of the mass student
exodus on the Saturday study
day, all three events and the
Friday night reception were
well supported by the students,
community, and faculty.

The conference began on
Friday evening at 8 : 1 5 pm with
Ellen Douglas's lecture on
"Parochialism in Literature."
Mrs. Douglas has received
numerous awards for her novels

and short stories of life in

Mississippi, and is the current

writer-in-residence at Northeast

Louisiana University at Monroe.
Mrs. Douglas expressed her

feelings- that a good writer must
reach the universal through the

particular. He or she must
"transcend the boundaries of a

particular place" by writing

about that particular place. The
good novelist must have a deep
love for his own province, and
demonstrate that love through
his work. By "provincial," Mrs.

Douglas did not mean "narrow"
but a special sense of

"rootedness," enabling the

writer of serious fiction to

produce good novels through
concrete detail. She provided
examples from the works of

Flannery O'Connor who was a

"double provincialist" being
both a Catholic and a

southerner. Miss O'Connor once
said that one must be "humble

(Cont. on page 2)
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days a rash develops for three to

five days.

It is only when pregnant

women are exposed to German
measles that there are dangerous

complications. The case for

theraputic abortion is very

strong in this instance because

of the high possibility of an

exposed pregnant

having a deformed child,

After once contracting

rubella a permanent, solid

immunity develops ^'or life. Dr.

Way pointed out that many
people think that they have had

the disease, but may not have

had it because of its similarity to

several other illnesses and drug

reactions.

Vaccinations can be received
(Cont. on page 2)

Policies Discussed
by Claire Adams

Questions about library

science, an English composition

course, B.S. degrees, and course'

evaluation are among those

being dealt with this year by the

Curriculum and Academic
Policy Committee. Dean
Puckette chairs this committee
of nine members, two of whom
are students, David Cordts and
Jim Harper. It is this committee
that must approve any changes
or additions in the curriculum

before the matter is brought to

the entire faculty. The faculty

makes the final decisions.

This year the committee has

written a course evaluation

questionnaire. Use of the

questionnaire is voluntary. It is

The Student Fund Drive,

an Order of Gownsmen
project to raise momey for

local charitable
organizations, will be held

March 10-12. Collections

will be taken on a dorm to

dorm basis for three

consecutive days. The
money taken in will be

distributed as follows: 30%

to the Sewanee Public

School, 30% to the

Cumberland Mountain

Learning Center, 30% to the

Boys' Club, and 10% to the

Student Discretionary

Fund at the Chaplain's

disposal. All students of the
\

University are encouraged)

to contribute, because these]

organizations need money.

available to individual teachers

or to whole departments.

Students, too, may choose to

answer the questionnaire for

any of their courses. Copies of it

are in the Registrar's office.

An English composition

course, in demand by many
students, including the

PURPLE's editor in a recent

editorial, is not to be offered.

Instead the committee and

faculty passed the following

resolution:

Be it resolved, in order to

improve the standard of English

composition among the

students of the College, that all

faculty members consider

composition as an essential

feature in any written work

submitted.

Those who supported the

resolution in place of a

composition course pointed to

the already heavy work load of

English teachers, and to the

resposibility of the whole

faculty with respect to teaching

composition.

The committee has sent the

faculty a unanimous
recommendation that Sewanee

offer a B.S. degree. The faculty

has not yet voted on this matter.

(Cont. on page 12)
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Conference Centers

On Literature
(Com. from page 1)

in the face of what is." One
must begin to write with the

senses and remain within the

concrete world, unless one is

writing science fiction. But,

even in that area, some authors

find their special "place."

Mrs. Douglas also expounded
upon the fact that to write good

fiction, one must be familiar

with the literature of the past

and the visions of other writers.

These visions and dreams affect

one's world more than many
realize. No one thinks of the

south or begins to write of it,

without the dream of Faulkner

coming to mind. On a more

basic level, no one could write a

story if he had never read or

heard one. To write lasting

works, one must delve into the

past.

There is the danger of falling

into a trap of parochialism. This

occurs when one is so violently

caught up in a cause that all else

is sacrificed to it. Passion, in this

case, undermines craft. Dickens
and Dostoyevsky wrote much
propaganda into their novels,

but their writings were

tempered with the necessary

understanding of the literature

of the past. The lack of study,

ultimately, is "the cage of

parochialism."

The workshop on Saturday

morning began at.9:30 am in the

Bishop's Common Lounge with

an address by Doris Grumbach,
literary editor of THE NEW
REPUBLIC; on "Women in

Publishing." Mrs. Grumbach's
picture of the world of
publishing today looked rather

bleak. She expressed the fact

that the difficulty of a young
person breaking into the
publishing world was the

problem of men as well as

women. The world of

publishing is suffering from
economic recession. Most first

editions of books will now be
printed in paperback, and many

classics, rather than being

available on the shelf, will have

to be specially ordered. Fewer

books will be published overall.

This will not add to the quality

of those books that are

published but will lessen the

number of experimental books

and novels by new writers that a

company will produce.

There are few women today

who are. among the top

executives of publishing houses,

although the number of women
filling vice-presidential offices is

increasing.

After a thirty minute coffee

break, Alice Walker read

samples of her poetry from her

book " REVOLUTIONARY
PETUNIAS AND OTHER
POEMS and one short story

from IN LOVE AND
TROUBLE: STORIES OF
BLACK WOMEN. Ms. Walker is

a contributing editor of MS.
Magazine. Her sensitive reading

of her poetry and the short

story "Everyday Use" proved

her to be the perfect example of

an author dedicated to the love

of a place, in her case, south

Georgia. Ms. Walker told of the

educational gap that quickly

developed between her and her

parents, but also of how she has

worked to overcome the

resentments created by this gap.

Indeed, Ms. Walker said she

feared her return to the south

for some time, but realized her

need for roots especially as an

author. "If you can't be pinned

down, you can't be anything."

When she did return to the

south, she had to make, "her

home her home."
It was interesting to note

how the theme of tradition has

been continually brought to our
attention, first by Elizabeth

Sewell and then by Ellen

Douglas, Doris Grumbach, and
Alice Walker. Each uniquely
emphasized the need to return

to the past by studying the

of previous poets.

Measle Epidemic
(Cont. from page 1)

at Dr. Way's office but he felt

that "there wasn't too much
point at this stage." Students
thinking far ahead could get the

shot for future exposure. All

women of child bearing age

would be given a strong warning
before given the vaccination,

though, because the shot would
have the same affect as the

disease if they became pregnant
within four months after having
it.

About the only thing Dr.
Way recommends to patients
with German measles is to rest

in bed until the high fever is

gone and take asprin as

antibodies are not effective in

treatment.

Flu and the common cold
have definitely made their

appearance this year but Dr.

Way described it as "like any
other year." He explained all

the after Christmas illnesses

saying, "Everyone comes back
from their homes bringing back
new bugs to spread."

Dr. Way's clinic is still

sponsoring the diet plate for

students who wish to lose

weight and continue to eat at

Gailor. About 25 students are

signed up for the program
presently whereas the numbei
has reached as many as 50 in the

past.

"I don't feel that the diet

plate has been as successful as

before when we had some losing

as much as 30 and 40 lbs," Dr.

Way revealed. "Utilization is

not as good this year as last

year."

Mrs. Elizabeth Foreman, a

graduate of Duke University in

Dietetics is in charge of the

program. She supervises the

meals at Gailor and counsels the

students that weigh in once a

week.

A change in eating habits is

the most important factor

according to Dr. Way. He also

stressed that one might as well

not start if they won't
cooperate or drop out if they
won't follow their dietary

regimine.

Man on the Street

Question: Do you think the administration is

responsive to student problems?

EMILYBUTLER
I think that the idea that the

Administration does not pay any attention to students
and student government goes on the conclusion that the

governmental organizations have full authority. This
conclusion excludes the Administration's role in the
University. I think there ought to be a joint effort

between the students and .Administration. The
Administration needs to serve as sort of a check on the

students as well; sometimes the students do not know
the entire picture as well as the Administration. I think

the Administration serves as a good check, but I also

think we get things done because as a proctor this year I

have seen them accept and listen to my suggestions and
changes. Also, I think the OG serves as a great influence

on Administrational decisions; the OG does not have the

power to make decisions but the Administration does

listen to their suggestions.

LEE SMITH
I have no real opinion. I have

no problems that I have been to the administration to

talk about. I'm not in position to say so but I think its

high and mighty sometimes.

MARYBARTON
I think that the Administration

is probably more responsive here at the University of the

South than Administrations at other universities tend to

be mainly because of size of student body and because

of the organization of the University. I personally have

found that any problems I have had have been

responded to readily by any of the administration I have

gone to. However, I have heard in some cases that people

have not found the Administration as responsive to

them personally in individual cases.

ROCKY MENGE
I think they are probably as

responsive as they are at other schools. I don 't know if

that 's good or bad;its just a fact of life: Students are an
integral part of the school, but on the other hand, not
the only part of the school, which is a fact that some
students like to overlook. I think every student that has

a problem feels it has to be solved and solved the way the

students want it. Then people gripe because student

government doesn 't get things done the way they think

they should get things done. Certain things will happen
only if administration thinks they should. They should
just do away with the Delegate Assembly and Order of
Gownsmen, and set up collective bargaining voting at

Dean's office. In effect, what happens is that anything
the OG passes has to be approved by the Deans. IfDean
doesn't want it all he has to do is call a Faculty Senate

meeting, and the faculty is so damn mad because they

had to go to a meeting they vote it down no matter what
the hell it is. They 're basically a conservative group of
people. Anything put before them that is not their

concern but maybe too radical they vote down.

To be continued next week.
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SAEs And Indys Take Championships
by Scott Yarborough

The only two undefeated

teams going into the playoffs

were the only two to come out

without a loss in the six team

playoffs. As the SAEs captured

the "A" League title and, the

Independents placed themselves

upon the throne in the "B"
League race. This is not to say

that all went as planned as a

couple of teams figured on
making it to the final game were

upset and left with fourth place

finishes.

In the opening game of the

"A" League playoffs the Betas

met the Delts. The Betas opened

to a 1 3-8 lead in the first quarter

then upped the lead to 11 as

they led by a 29-18 margin at

the half. Roger Ross led the first

half attack for the Betas as he

collected 14 of his 17 points in

the first 2 stanzas. The Beta lead

had increased by 3 at the end of

the third quarter and was never

less than 10 as they pulled out a

58-41 win.

The other game of the first

round featured the ATOs versus

the KAs. The ATOs had won in

the regular season meeting of

these two teams and the KAs
were to prove that that game
was only a fluke as they played

tight defense to obtain a 19-16

half time lead. But the ATOs
opened the second half by
scoring eight unanswered points

and capture a 5 point lead they

were to never lose. The ATOs
outscored the KAs 17-11 in the

fourth and take a 47-37 victory.

In the second round action

the Betas met the SAEs and the

ATOs were to face the Indys
\

(the SAEs and Indys had byes in

the first round because of their

first and second place finish ). In

the first game of the evening the

Betas showed that they were

out to upset the favored Es as

they were all tied up at 28

apiece at the end of the first half

of play. But the Es outscored

the Betas 16-6 in the third

quarter and 18-12 in the fourth

to escape with a 56-40 victory.

Dudley West led the scoring for

the Es as he pumped in 20
points.

The ATOs were now faced

with the Independents, who had

humiliated the ATOs in the

season finish by 22 points. Their

game proved to be different

though as the ATOs were in

charge by 11-9 at the end of the

first quarter and had upped
their lead to 27-19 at the half.

Both teams played even through

the third quarter as the ATOs
held on to a 38-31 'advantage,

but the Indys outscored their

opponents in the fourth quarter

Gymnastics

State Meet Friday
by Nora Frances Stone

Competition begins tomorrow
for the Tennessee State

Women's Gymnastics Meet in

the intramural gym here in

Sewanee at 8:30 pm. Events will

continue on Saturday morning
and will be followed by the

finals in the advanced division at

1 :00 that afternoon.

Coach Martha Swasey
described the Sewanee squad as

"strong contenders for the

B-Division Crown."
In their most recent meet of

the season last Friday with

Jefferson State Junior College

and Mississippi University for

Women (M.U.W. ) at

Birmingham the University of

St. Luke's Book Store

Saint Patrick's Day
Cards Available

the South returned defeated.

Final scores were Jefferson

State with 72.70, M.U.W. with

50.90, and Sewanee following

with 34.64.

Working under a definite

handicap of having four

members missing including top

contenders and captains Cathy

Ellis and Sandy Sanderlin the

team came through with "flying

colors" in Mrs. Swasey's

estimation. "Most teams would
have been demoralized, but

these girls met the challenge

well," she praised.

Sewanee made the best

showing in the vaulting event

led by top scorer Carolyn

Powers in that area. Renee
Gourdin brought in the best

performance on the team in the

uneven parallel bars and

teammate Nora Frances Stone

led scoring within the team
a s the top Sewanee contender

in the balance beam and floor

exercise competition.

13-6 to throw the game into a

tie at the end of regulation play.

The teams were still knotted up

at the end of the first overtime

period.

In the seond overtime the

Indys opened to a quick 4 point

lead but the ATOs battled back

s7

Register for free beer contest.

to tie it up as Mike Payne scored

a basket at the buzzer to send
the game into its third overtime.

Both teams played cautious

ball, and the ATOs were the

only team to score as John
Upperco put in 2 of his 20
points for the game with less

,51 i -577+

Sports Shots

Monday Blues

:

The following editorial was written after a blue

Monday that had to be seen to be believed. Sunday

night I was informed that this Saturday was to be a

Study Day. Monday I found that we were to lose a later

Study Day in exchange which was obviously not going

to work. Then came the compromise. Any student

could go to the Dean of the College and get an excuse

for Saturday classes. Tonight I was informed that each

professor had to approve the idea. What happens next is

anybody's guess. I started Monday physically ill and

now I am ending it with an emotional drain. The

following was written for next week but "perhaps it

makes more sense to run it now.

Memphis Blues
Sewanee had a party and hardly anyone showed.

Admittedly it was in Memphis and Sewanee parties are

notoriously slim on attendance when held in Memphis.

How come nobody showed?
Well, it seems that the party was non-academic and

everybody knows that the first and foremost priority

of the University is the education of the youth.

Therefore, no one could really afford to come. Clomps „
had to be missed. It might mean getting behind that 1

'

terrible symptom that each student eventually

contracts but not over anything so meek and mil&ns an

NCAA tournament.

Yes folks, the University did have a basketball team.

You remember all those headlines about win after win.

You might recall a 19-5 record. You might even have

seen a game or two. The odds are though that you failed

to see Sewanee play its most importantgame EVER.
If we, at Sewanee were not permitted, without an

intense hassle, to see OUR team compete, then the

record and the tournament bid meant little to the

University. We, the student body blew it, or more

pointedly, we had it blown for us.

Admittedly the first concern of the University is and

should be academics. Sports at Sewanee are supposedly

an extension of the academic community. Evidently,

there is virtually no connection.

I was presented a compromise and later found that

this had been further compromised. I was

compromised, but more to the point, so was the

Sewanee basketball team. They had their day

representing their accomplishments and not those of

the University. We let them down.

Tom Quattlebaum

Sports Editor

mmnmt^»»<mttmt '

RANDALL WHALEY
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Goodyear Service Store
"YOUR BUSINESS IS APPRECIATED

PHONE 967-3828

DECHERD BLVD.

WINCHESTER. TENNESSEE

than a minute to play. The
ATOs forced the Indys to turn
the ball over to seal their 52-50
upset.

In the consolation game the

Independents opened to a 12-6

lead at the end of the first

quarter but the Betas slowly
gnawed at their lead and pulled

out a 44-39 victory. Roger Ross
once again led the scoring for

the Betas as he bucketed 22
points and Hank Rast countered
with 19 for the Indys.

In the championship game
the ATOs opened up as if they

were going to pull out their

second upset in as many nights

as they controlled a 13-11 lead

at the end of the first quarter.

But the Es outscored the ATOs
20-8 in the second stanza and
took command of it 3 1 -2 1 . The
ATOs trying to play catch up
ball slowly fell further behind as

the Es walked away with a

69-49 victory. Rhea Bowden
and West led the onslaught for

the Es as they poured in 22 and
20 points, respectively.

Upperco paved the losers with

16 points.

In the first game of the "B"
League's segment of ' the

playoffs the Dekes and the

Theologs once again battled it

down to the wire, as the Dekes

pulled off a narrow 53-51

victory. Lindsey Logan and

Mike Horan led the Dekes with

18 and 17 respectively and Greg

Johnson was high point man for

the Theologs with 18 as well.

The Betas then earned

themselves the right to play in

second round action as they

took a 43-34 victory over the

Fijis. The other game of first

round action saw the SAEs
easily defeat the ATOs by 16

!

points, 58-42. Charlie Warfield

had 15 points and Charlie Mayer

had 14 for the Es as Fred Morris

led the ATOs with 17 points.

In the second round the

Indys continued their

dominance as they outlasted the

Dekes with a 49-41 win. John

J

Hendry had 13 points and

Lyndell Massingale had 12 for

i the Indys as Horan and Logan

once again were the high point

i getters for the Dekes with 20

!
and 15 points respectively. In

the other game of the second

round, Ken Henderson hit a

jump shot with four seconds to

go to give the Betas a 35-33

victory over the SAEs.

In the consolation match,

the Dekes handed the SAEs
their second loss in a row with a

40-38 overtime victory. Jeff

Lowe sank a 25 foot jumper in

the overtime period to give the

Dekes their margin of victory.

Lindsey Logan led all scorers

with 21 points.

In the championship match

the Independents held the Betas

to a meager 2 points in the

second quarter to take a 27-18

lead at the half. In the second

half the Indys slowly added to

their lead to end up with a 49-34

victory and the championship.

The SAEs won the "A"
League followed by the ATOs in

second, the Betas in third, and

the Indys in fourth. In the "B"
League the Indys captured the

title followed by the Betas in

second, the Dekes in third and

the SAEs rounded out the top

four.
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They're Going To Memphis. How About You?
In a year of occasional

but limited success for

Sewanee athletic teams,

most people do not realize

that the Tiger basketball

team is just five games away
from a national
championship. Now that'sW
very, big "just," but the

team takes the first big step

this weekend as they travel

to Memphis for the NCAA
Division III Regional

playoffs.

The Tigers face a stern

test right off as they face

Miles College (22-8) of

Birmingham in the first

round. Miles has speed and

size as they combine a

strictly run-and-gun offense

with a lineup of two 6'2"

guards, a 6'7" postman, and

forwards that measure 6'5"

and 6'7". A Tiger victory

will advance them to the

finals where they will meet
the winner of the

Lemoyne-Owen
(22-5)-Transylvania (19-7)

encounter. Should the

Tigers take the regional

championship, they play at

home the following
Tuesday against the

representative from the

Great Lakes area in the

quarterfinals. The winner

there joins three other

winners in the national

tournament the following

weekend in Reading, PA.

Sewanee meets Miles at

7:00 Friday night at the

Lemoyne-Owen
gymnasium located on U.S.

51. Tickets can be obtained

at the door for $2.50 with a

student I.D. The squad will

return to the Mountain

following the game on

Saturday night.

Netters Fall
by Robert Egleston

The men's varsity tennis

team lost its opening spring

match of the season last Sunday
to Emory College of Atlanta by
a score of 8-1. Sewanee's only
victory was garnered by
freshman Alan Mitchel. Mitchel,
playing in the top singles

position, defeated Nicky Smith
7-6,3-6,6-4.

The next match was also a

tough, three-set affair and
produced the closest decision of
the day. Ed Calhoun of
Sewaneee lost a tie-breaker in

the deciding set and lost the
match 6-1, 2-6, 7-6. In nearly

every other match, Sewanee's
netters were defeated in straight

sets.

•••••••••
The Sewanee Lacrosse team

opens its 1975 campaign

Saturday against the University

of Tennessee. Last year the

Tigers were victorious against

the UT group. The time of the

game has yet to be announced
but check for notices at Gailor

or over WUTS. Come on out and
support the new sport on the

Mountain .

In doubles competition

Sewanee fared better, but still

came out on the short end. The
number one doubles team o)

Mitchel and Calhoun lost a 6-4

6-3 decision to Emory's
combination of Smith and
Sverdcik.

The next match will be on
Monday March 10 against the

University of Wisconsin. It

be held at the Charlotte Guerry
indoor courts and everyone is

urged to attend.

For those interested in

going to Memphis the

details as of Monday
afternoon are as follows:

g For those going

i 1. Saturday classes can

be excused if you go to your

"professor and clear it.

2. The faculty is being

I asked to cooperate in

I
postponing Saturday and

J
Monday tests.

3. Tests scheduled for

J Tuesday can perhaps be

arranged between the party
going and the teacher.

Plead and cry if necessary.

4. Transportation

| consists of a bus from the

Academy, perhaps SS&OC 6. Meals and room

vans and cars. accomadations are left to

Enough interest and the individuals,

money can get other buses.

5. Tickets for the game
are $2.50 with a student

I.D. We are allotted 250
tickets.

Good luck and God bless

all his children that truck on

to Memphis.

NEW! "PUT-ONS"
CROSS STITCH FOR

SHIRTS AND JEANS AT

TheLemonFair
COPPER , SILVER HAND-CRAFTED JEWELRY

WE GIFT WRAP TUBS. THRU SAT. 12S PM

Summer Camp Counselor Openings

Camp Sea Gull and Camp Seafarer—North Carolina's nationally recognized coastal boys' and girls' camps on

Pamlico Sound near Atlantic Beach and New Bern. 28th season. Camps feature sailing, motorboating, and

seamanship plus all usual camping activities (including skindiving and golf course at Sea Gull, and horseback

riding at Seafarer). Opportunities for students (college men and women), coaches and teachers who are

LOOKING FOR MORE than "just another summer job". Openings for NURSES (RN). June 10-August22.

We seek highly qualified (ability to instruct in one phase of camp's program), dedicated and enthusiastic staff

members with exemplary character and offer good salaries, room and board, plus the opportunity of sharing in

a meaningful and purposeful experience. Quick answer upon receipt of a letter of application which should

include a brief resume of training and experience in area(s) of camp program in which you are best qualified to

instruct. Apply to Wyatt Taylor, Director, Camp Sea Gull-Camp Seafarer, P. 0. Box 10976, Raleigh, North

Carolina 27605.
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Letters To The Editor
(Cont. from page 3)

consider this action in total

fairness as we, the students, are

graded on composition when we
have asked over and over for a

course in the basics and time

nd in ed. I do

feel that grading in all courses

for composition would improve

the writing of many papers, but

I think that a course and then

the follow up of grading would

be even more significant and

beneficiary to the students.

Therefore I would like to

propose the following:

Be it resolved, in order to

improve the standard of English

composition among the

students of the College, that the

College offer the students a

course in composition and
grammar and then may all

faculty members consider

composition as an essential

feature in any written work
submitted.

Sincerely,

Paul B. Seifert

To the Editors:

The last issue of THE
PURPLE ran a surprising letter

by a woman student in response

to the Lenten Sunday night

meal-skipping program in which

she said that she was fed up (no

pun intended) with the U.S.

sharing its food resources with

Third World countries. To her,

and to anyone else who holds to

such isolationist attitudes in

these times, I would offer the

following: like it or not, we live

in an interdependent world.

Would she maintain the same

position with respect to energy

resouces? Does she remember
that we in the U.S. rip off more

than 60% of the world's natural

resources to maintain our

standard of living, heating,

driving and so on? Don't we owe
the rest of the world

ANYTHING in return?

Moreover, sharing our

agricultural bounty with

starving nations is in our own

Campus Calendar
Thursday

March 6 7:00 p.m.-Sopherim meeting

Back of Lemon Fair

8:15 p.m. "Interview, " a drama directed

by Alan Whitehead, Outside Inn

Friday

March 7 . . 8:15p.m.-"lnterview,"

Outside Inn

best interests. Besides the fact

that hunger makes people

cranky enough to overrun

boundaries in search of food

(and that can start wars), we
might begin to look at our need

for interrelated programs and
interdependence something like

this: increased food production

and improved world
distribution will improve

nutrition and health and

enhance economic development

which, in turn, will provide new
resources with which to

improve education in all its

forms. All of which, in turn,

should limit population growth

and thus allow further resources

to be devoted to improving the

quality of life by developing

institutions of health,

education, welfare, and social

justice.

A new concern for

humanity, spawned by
awareness of the
interdependence of all people

and nations, may bring sanity to

a troubled world which, while it

roams the brink of hell, may yet

find the causeway to peace.

Sincerely,

Debby Stirling

Saturday

March 8 . 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.-Alumni Council, Associated Alumni

TBishop's Common Lounge and Gallery

8:1 5 p.m. -"Interview," Outside Inn

Sunday

March 9 3:00 p.m.-Concert, Girl's Chool of Tullahoma

All Saints' Chapel

7:00 p.m. --Economics Club, Mr. Nicholson

"International Business" Bishop's Common Lounge

8:00 p.m.-Student Forum

Russell Kirk-Frank Mankiewicz Debate

Guerry Auditorium

Monday

March 10 4:30 & 7:30 p.m. -Experimental Film Club

Captain Marvel and Computer films

Blackman Auditorium

Tuesday

March 11 7:30 p.m.-Anthropology Film

"Imaginaro"

Blackman Auditorium

EQB meeting

Wednesday

March 12 Marine Corps recruiting on campus

Contact Placement Office

5:30 p.m. -Phi Beta Kappa Initiation, EQB House

and Banquet, Sewanee Inn

7:00 p.m. -Physics Seminar

Albery Little, "Kirlian Photography"

Woods Lab 216

7:00 to 10:00-University Observatory open to the public

7:45 p.m.- Faculty Colloquium, Richard Harrison

"A Generation of Revolution-University Curricula

in the Age of Renaissance & Reformation"

Bishop's Common Lounge

8:15 p.m.-Cinema Guild

"The Merchant of Four Seasons"

Blackman Auditorium

9:00 p.m.-Sewanee Student Christian Felllowship

Guerry 216

Those of us who had the

pleasure of knowing Bill

McGee at Sewanee have

experienced a real loss upon

hearing of his untimely

death. Bill brought a special

exhuberance and joy for life

wherever he went. He

always gave fully of

himself—whether in the

classroom or on the softball

field. His golfers' cap always

accompanied him to

important events.

Bill graduated last spring

as a double major in physics

and mathematics and was

pursuing graduate work in

electrical engineering at

Stanford at the time of his

accident. At Sewanee he

was an excellent student.

On two occasions he

presented papers at the

Tennessee Academy of

Science College Division

meetings. He was a member

of Sigma Pi Sigma, the

National Physics Honor

Society, and Lambda Chi

Alpha social fraternity.

We would like to extend

our deepest sympathy to

Bill's family.

Francis X. Hart

situation as it is presently being

handled? I, along with a host of

O.G. members and other

students, think some priorities

need a strong second look. One
blatant example of the type

problem we are faced with is the

development of a parking strip

in front of the Bishop's

Th< O.G.
Transportation Committee feels

that this was an unfortunate

oversight in view of the fact that

there is a parking lot across the

street in back of the library, big

enough to hold all of the cars

parked in front of the Common,
library, Woods, and the Phi

House. This is analogous, folks,

to driving your car up in the

quadrangle, and, after a rain, the

authority (whomever it may be)

saying: "Gee, this is a muddy
mess, let's build a parking lot."

The fact is, the center of

campus has changed and we are

driving right up into it. Nothing

seems to be held sacred

anymore, especially the beauty

of the Sewanee campus. We are

watching our steps in order to

avoid moving and parked cars as

we cross the campus via streets

which do not need to be there,

much less expanded on by

parking strips. It is the view of

the Transportation Committee,

in whose behalf I am writing,

that Alabama Avenue between

McCrady and the Common has

no real use as a street. It would
better serve as an open mall-like

area.

In fact, we think that the

street should be torn up, leaving

only some sort of narrow access

road to Woods for loading. We
also feel that Georgia Avenue

from Guerry Auditorium to the

other side of the library should

be closed off to traffic, open

only for emergencies. One great

idea, mentioned by Steve

Higgins and strongly supported,

is to plant trees down the

middle of the above section of

Georgia Avenue. We have heard

an abundance of gripes which I

cannot list here.

WE need to get the campus

together. WE do not need to

park in the center of campus,

and WE for sure do not need to

drive through it. New College

does not need to be such a long

walk from the rest of the

campus. It would take the

simple building of a wooden
bridge over the Courts Lake to

cut the distance between this

dorm and the campus in half.

I'm part of a group which is

upset and angry with the
present physical state and the

possible even worse future
condition of our campus if the

people in charge do not amend
their ways and accept new ones.

We are looking for support. We
also welcome criticism, but if

your only complaint is that

"they tried doing something
before and it didn't work," we
would just ask that you not
waste your time and ours.

There will be a box in the

Bishop's Common for you to

voice your opinion on this

controversial subject. The
Transportation Committee will

sort out your comments and
make sure they are heard.

Mark Dumas

To the Editors:

Please let me answer two

charges made in your 20

February editorial urging a

grammar and composition

course. First, the English

Department recognizes the

problems many students have in

composition; it was unfair of

you to insinuate otherwise.

Second, the English
Department does not believe

the remedy for those problems

is so simple as you suggest.

It may seem to you that any

course labelled "Composition"

would be an improvement over

the present Freshman English

courses. But the skills with

which we are all concerned

cannot be taught in the abstract.

Written English is significantly

different from spoken English

but must be learned in an

analogous way, by extensive

observation and arduous

practice. So while you object

that Shakespeare overwhelms

"meager attempts at

grammatical instruction," I find

it heartening. Evidently

Shakespeare underlines the

absurdity of reducing the

problem of expression,

romnosition. and stvle to a

matter of grammar. You need

(Cont. on page 8)

ToTheStudentBody

Are

The challenge is in front

you Sewanee. I ask you what

you going to do al

you going to leave it to a future

class? Ignore it? Accept it as

progress? Just what are you

going to do?
The challenge, or better still,

the problem I am talking about

is the driving and parking

situation. Can you accept the

Around The Corner
byS&/orM

(ATC) The Sewanee Tiger

basketball team played in the

NCAA Division III

Championship for the first time

in the team's history backed by

a rousing audience of six(6).

This supportive group included

four Sewanee alumni who live

in Memphis, one member of the

WUTS's staff, and Tom
Quattlebaum. Although this

didn't really do that much to

help the team win, it did provide

an excellent
cheerleader/spectator ratio of

1:1.

How sad if this situation will

prove true in Memphis. With

games on Friday and Saturday

night and classes on Saturday

morning, it seems that someone

is going to be disappointed.

There will either be lonely

basketball players or classless

professors.

However, as always, ATC has

the answers. Why couldn't the

Saturday of the NCAA
Championship i.e. THIS

Saturday be proclaimed a free

holiday (not to be confused

with a transferred study day)?

This kind of opportunity occurs

so rarely that there is no fear of

it becoming a commonplace

occurance. It seems a shame

that such a special occasion,

must be rendered less exciting

by resulting in the loss of a

scheduled study day. However,

if this loss of a study day is the

only solution then . .

.

ATC cannot claim originally

for this idea. Way back in 1963

(remember the Beatles?)

Sewanee had an undefeated

football team. This team was

honored with a free no-strings

attached College inclusive

holiday. Surely, this team

deserves the same recognition.
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Cruser Quartet

Captures Audience
Beegie Cruser and

Gyroscope, a jazz quartet from

Nashville appeared Saturday

night, March 1, for a two hour

concert in Guerry auditorium.

Although attendance was only

moderate, the crowd responded

well to Beegie's warm and

personal nature. The
appreciation of her music was

shown not only by the ovations

of the people but also by the

vocal approval of the canines in

the audience.

Preliminary sources
promoted the rumor that the

music was to be strictly

progressive yet in reality, the

concert touched a wider variety

of jazz, also including

traditional and "bop." Each
performer added his individual

touches to broaden the scope of

the show, but the quartet

played with a "oneness" which

is not often manifested in

today's musicians. The attitude

of performing for the sake of

money alone was not present;

rather, it was obvious that the

band loved jazz for jazz's sake

and wanted to communicate
this love to their listeners.

The program began in trio

form with Beegie on piano, Moe
Palmer on drums, and Billy

Adair on bass. After several

numbers they were joined by

Lin Halladay on tenor sax,

introduced by Beegie as "a real

treat." As he wette.lr his

mouthpiece in the specially

ordered glass of Schlitz which

accompanied him on stage, he

assisted the group in such

musical delights as "How are

things in Glocca Morra" and
"Like someone in love", before

a short intermission.

"Trolley Song" opened up
the second half which featured

Beegie's nimble fingers on
piano. The audience then

thrilled to the mellow tones of

Moe's voice when he added the

vocalization to "Lady's A
Tramp," "Moe's Blues", and
"Yellow Days." To complete
the exciting sounds, Billy Adair

showed unusual imagination

and inventiveness combined
with a "unique" facility

throughout the program. What
was to have been their final tune

was a request for "Green
Dolphin Street" which, after a

standing ovation, was followed

by "There'll Never Be Another
You."

When asked how to classify

her repetoire, Beegie responded,

"Call it jazz if you wish, but I

prefer just to call it music."

Beegie Cruser enjoyed her stay

at Sewanee and the people here.

(She "did not know there was
SUCH an audience!")

Concert Series

Pianist Performs Thursday
Peter Frankl will play a piano

recital at The University of the

South on Thursday, March 13,

at 8:00 P.M. (Central time) in

Guerry Hall.

The program consists

entirely of standard classics for

which Frankl is renowned
through many recordings and

concerts: Brahms Rhapsodies,

Beethoven's Appassionata

Sonata, Debussy's Images, and

Chopin's Four Impromptus and

B minor Scherzo.

Primarily a European
performer, Frankl arrives in this

country March 12 for a short

American tour. His present

concert season began with his

return visit to the Edinburgh

Festival and will take him

through Europe, North

America, South America,

Australia, Asia, and Africa. He is

well known here for his many
recordings including complete"

sets of Debussy's works and the

Chopin Polonaises.

The first three-disc set was

discussed in the December High

Fidelity Magazine-- "Basically

he is of the modern persuasion,

favoring taut rhythm, patrician

phrasing, and scrupulous

attention to the composer's

markings.... His best

performances in this album are

CARNAVAL, a breezy,

extroverted, dynamic reading

:

the toccata, very clearly

executed, and the charming

CANON ON "TO ALEXIS".

The SYMPHONIC ETUDES are

expertly handled."

It was Peter Frankl's first

major North American tour

which confirmed his world wide

international status. This tour

started with appearances under

George Szell in Cleveland and

New York, followed by a series

of concerts with the Chicago

Symphony and appearances in

Washington, Philadelphia,

Pittsburgh, San Francisco,

Montreal, etc. He quickly

established himself as one of the

most important artists among
the young international group

of musicians who have made
London their home. In 1967

Peter Frankl became a British

citizen.

Pick Of The Flicks
by David Gardner

Francois Truffaut, one of the

great geniuses in film-making, has

turned out a movie about the

making of a movie in "DAY
FOR NIGHT," The film

concerns a crew on location in

Italy filming some sort of

melodrama about a Frenchman

who brings home his British

bride only to watch her run off

with his father. We watch the

frustrations and personal

tragedies of this typical movie

crew which include the

American who has nervous

breakdowns, the over-anxious

producer, and your basic

leading woman who drinks too

Artists Exchange Prints
by Gary Pound

The art department here at

Sewanee is trying something

new. Through the efforts of

Dick Duncan, a student

exchange show has been

arranged with the University of

Tennessee at Chattanooga. Both

shows were put up last

weekend; the Sewanee prints

are hanging in the student union

at the university in

Chattanooga, and the

Chattanooga exhibit is here in

the Bishop's Common.
The Show from Sewanee

consists of about 35 etchings,

lithographs, and silkscreens.

Allen White, from the art

department at Chattanooga, has

put together a group of 30

drawings and prints, also from

undergraduate students. The
shows will be up until March 19.

The group of Sewanee
printmakers participating in the

show are: Jim Norton, George

Carter, David Gray, Woody
Deutsche, Wendy Warden, Jeff

McMahan, John Donald, Kittler

Bain, Robert Bass, Michelle

Mauthe, Carla Van Arnam,

Christina Watters, Lee
Stapleton, Anne Carey, Cathy

Cooper, Kit Harrison, John

Buchanan ,
Alan Hopkins,

Tony Winters, Alison Roberts,

Alice Parker, Charles Morrison,

and Jobie Buckley.

If this exchange show is a

success, it will hopefully lead to

exhibits of a similar nature with

other universities. The quality

of the work from Sewanee is

impressive and the exhibit

offers the artists a chance to

experience a degree of

professionalism in their work.

This is an excellent opportunity

to show other schools what our

art department is doing, and

also to see what is happening in

student art off the mountain.

much. "DAY FOR NIGHT"
does not, however, make the

movie-making process seem like

a bad experience. Truffaut

chooses to romanticize

movie-making and almost tells

us "that there's no business like

show business." The movie is

pretty boring to me because I

would rather watch a good

movie than watch the "wit and

tenderness" behind the making

of a movie. Overall, "DAY FOR
NIGHT" is very well-made and

skilfully directed, but

nevertheless dull.—as it dwells

on inside jokes and
melodramatic character

sketches.

Following the current

trend of hijack-disaster movies(''AIRPORT
197 5, ""JUGGERNAUT"),
"THE TAKING OF PELHAM
ONE TWO THREE" is about

four men who hijack a New
York City subway train and

threaten to murder eighteen

passengers unless the city

delivers them 1 million dollars.

In the role of the Transit

Authority Police detective,

Walter Matthau plays an Archie

Bunker-type who negotiates

with the hijacker. The movie has

a good plot and a fair amount of

suspense, but the soundtrack is

filled with screaming, panicky

ladies and crying children. This

gets old. "THE TAKING OF

PELHAM ONE TWO
THREE'Ms little more than a

made-for- T.V. movie brought

to the big screen, but it is still

worth seeing as an entertaining

suspense movie.

COWAN CAFE
HOME-COOKED MEALS

932-7451

FOR YOUR HARDWARE
AMD HOUSEHOLD NEEDS;

CHECK

B&G
Supply Store

Monteagle Supermarket

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Register for Free Beer being given away every

hour every evening starting at 6:00

Free pitcher given away at 9:00 each Friday night

Tiger Bay
Dark beer now available

HAPPY HOUR-4:00 to 6:00
Friday and Tuesday before Wednesday

Study Days

LADIES NIGHT Monday 4:00 to 11:00
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Body Rejects OG Motion
A bare quorum of

twenty -four members was
present at the second meeting of

the Delegate Assembly on
February 27.

Nominations were accepted

for positions on the Gailor

Committee and the Placement

Committee. Mike Flatt and

Logan Browning were each

elected by acclamation to these

two positions respectively.

With no reports Speaker

Pro Tern Billy Joe

Shelton presented the following

motion:
WHEREAS the Sewanee

Pre-Law Club has been

established as an organization to

bring together those interested

in the law both as a discipline

and as a career;

BE IT RESOLVED that the

Delegate Assembly charter the

Sewanee Pre-Law Club as a

student organization

Following brief discussion

the motion p assed
unanimously. A second motion

was then offered by Billy

DuBose (Cannon).

WHEREAS the Order of

Gownsmen is a governmental

body NOT necessarily
representative of all the

students and faculty in the

College of Arts and Sciences,

and

WHEREAS the issue of

whether or not students and
faculty should be allowed to

smoke in classrooms is one of a

personnal as well as a popular
interest, and
WHEREAS the Order of

Gownsmen has recently passed

a motion to ban all smoking by
all persons in ail classes,

BE IT RESOLVED that the

Delegate Assembly shall go on
record as disapproving of the

Outside Inn
Presents Plays
by Gary Harris

The Outside Inn will host a

student production of

Jean-Claude van Italie's

INTERVIEW on March 6, 7,

and 8. The one-act play is a

segment of van Italie's larger

work AMERICA, HURRAH.
Written in the Avant-garde

tradition, ^the action of

INTERVIEW centers on cameos

of men and women caught in

the web of the capitalist

employed-unemployed cycle.

Each character, whether

applicant or interviewer, has his

own story. The play also

exploits the theatrical devices of

perception into a new
reality--the realm of the psyche.

Ideally, man should destroy all

that has gone on before in order

to be fulfilled. INTERVIEW
gives one an odd view of one
man's perception of society

today- lost, and totally helpless

in a desert of lonely people.

Allan Whitehead, a freshman
in the College and a devoted
theater person, is the director of

INTERVIEW. The members of

the ensemble are: Leslie Apgar,

John Harris, Melissa Harrison,

Jim Mulkin, Jay Newlon., Cindy
Owens, David Topps, and Katie

Udell. Bill Korn, Jr., and Bob

OG's motion as such. We
request of the College

administration that before any
action be taken on the matter,

there be a referendum put
before all students and faculty

of the College, containing at

least these three options:

1: That all students and
faculty shall not smoke in class.

2. That the option shall be

left to the discretion of both the

professor and students of each

particular class; majority

sentiments rule.

3. Smoking shall be

permitted in all classes, unless

prohibited by the professor.

BE IT FURTHER
RESOLVED that the Delegate

Assembly shall handle the

referendum proceedings. We
also urge that the results of such
a referendum be sovereign.

In the ensuing discussion the

main point of concern was the
DA's Constitutional power to

conduct the referendum.

John Libby (Tuck.) t he

author of the motion explained

that the motion was not

intended to determine whether
or not smoking would be

allowed but was meant to give

everyone in the College a chance

to voice his opinion. Libby then

proposed the following

amendment as an addition to

the choices on the referendum:

4. That the classroom be

divided into smoking and

non-smoking areas. The
amendment failed in a vote of

eight to thirteen. With no more
discussion, the original passed

unanimously. The Speaker

referred the matter to the

Student Life Committee for

action.

Allen Recital
Gains Approval
An outstanding musical

performance is composed of

two general elements:
professional technique and
enthusiasm. A good
performance may be slightly

deficient in one of the two, and
a poor one (how well we know!)
lacks both.

The Betty Allen recital in

Sewanee decidedly falls in the

catagory of a good
performance. Miss Allen is a

delightful, charming woman of

great talent, and can capture an
audience before she sings the

first note. In the case of her

program here, this was to her

great advantage, as many were
somewhat disappointed by her

vocalization. With such a hectic

schedule , any performer

deserves a night of
"less-than-great"-ness, and Miss

Allen took hers in Sewanee.
This is not to say, however, that

the evening was lost. Betty

Allen is of a rare genre of artist,

capable of sparking such

enthusiasm within members of

the audience that her laxity of

technique does not ruin the

evening. The audience is caught
up in the songs, feeling the

emotion that is the lite ot music,

and anxiously awaiting the next
selection. The only element
missing is the precision

refinement, the individual

chiseling and coddling of every
note, of which Miss Allen has

proven herself capable in the

past. Sewanee audience, do not
be skeptical. Her J recordings

prove this point, as do remarks
by such critics as Schonberg and
Hume, who are not known for

kindly handing out
complementary reviews
(witness Margaret Truman);
Betty Allen has earned hers.

The program was well

r o u nded, even with the

omission of the usual operatic

aria, and presented selections

from romantic lieder,

contemporary songs and the

ever-present spirituals. One
member of the audience

remarked at the sadness of the

fact that every black singer is

expected to sing spirituals, and
how they must surely dread

performing them. I beg to differ

with this opinion. Spirituals

compose a recognizable and

respectable segment of vocal

literature and deserve to be

given equal performance. Most

(Cont. on page 12)

choreography, and Chambers the techni.
improvisation. personnel. The Outside Inn will

Important in van Italie's open itg doors at 8:00 pM)
to be irresponsible and possibly with curtain at 8 .

x 5 p M .

non-representative of student Admission is free and the

Anthropology Series Nears End
opu the vhole. nity is invited to attend.

Matador

Steak Room

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

FRANKLIN COUNTY LANES

IN WINCHESTER

5 PM TIL-

Four films remain to be
shown by the Anthropology
Department for the Spring

semester. The first of the series,

IMAGINARO, is a sensitive

portrayal of various scenes in

the life of an Argentine peasant

who has quite complex religious

ideas. As hislivelihood; he paints

typically Catholic religious

scenes which he sells to the

townspeople. From an artistic

standpoint, the film is very well

done, using the beautiful

countryside of South An

Valley Liquors

We Are First In Cowan

You Are Our First Concern

Just Across The Railroad Tracks

Phone: 932-7063

as its setting. It will be shown on
Tuesday, March 11, in

Blackman Auditorium,
beginningat7:30p.m.

During the month of April

Three films are scheduled to be

shown. THE FEAST and
MAGICAL DEATH will be
presented together since they

both involve the Yanamamo
Indians fo Venezula. Neither of

these films are recommended
for those with weak stomachs,

In THE FEAST, the very

primitive warlike Indians try to

form an alliance with a

neighboring tribe. To do so,

they must demonstrate their

fierceness at a feast during

which they stage a mock attack.

The ensuing film, MAGICAL
DEATH, reveals these same
Indians preparing to actually

BANK OF

SEWANEE

'Your Progressive

Bank"

attack another tribe. To defeat

their enemies they feel that they

must summon spirits to come
live in their chests which they

accomplish by sniffing

hallucinagenic powder. For
those who can stand them, these

two films promise to be very

interesting examinations of war
customs in a South American
Indian tribe. They will be shown
on Monday, April 21, at 7:30
p.m. in Blackman Auditorium.

The last of the series, DEVI,
was produced by a very famous
Indian folm maker Satyajit Ray,

who also produced PATHER
PANCHALI and THE WORLD
OF AQU, two films shown last

semester. It is based on a short

story by Tagore in which a very

wealthy, religious Indian

believes his beautiful
daughter-in-law to be the

incarnation of the goddess Kali.

She is very much in love with

her husband who is off at

school, but when he asks her to

join him there, she refuses

because her father-in-law has

convinced her that she is a

goddess and should stay with

him. This film is not as much
anthropological as fictional. It

will be shown on Thursday,

April 24, at 7:30 p.m. in

Blackman Auditorium.
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Not Everyone In Sewanee Lives In A Dorm

Letters To The Editor
(Com. from page 5)

only recognize in addition that

Shakespeare IS grammar,

vocabulary, diction, tone,

syntax, nuance, composition,

"clear and coherent style," and
a good bit more. Our written

language exists not in the

HARBRACE HANDBOOK but

in our literature. A composition
course could do worse than
beginning there.

All this is not to say that

E nglish 101,' even when
supplemented with the

individual tutoring that is

available to every student, is the

ideal answer to the problems
you describe. The English

Department has considered and
is considering other ways of

helping students learn to write.

Certainly the Department needs

to hear the desires and consider

the advice of those who are

most concerned. But you are

neither right nor helpful in

suggesting a simple solution has

been developed that the English
faculty is too stubborn to

adopt.

William E. Clarkson

To the Editor:

A great deal has been said

about apathy at Sewanee. For

years groups have pleaded with

the student body to take a

greater interest in the University

and its functions. I should like

to submit that this infamous
student apathy is a myth that

should be laid to a well deserved

rest. A careful examination of a

few statistics will serve to make
the point. There are at present

39 clubs and organizations

listed in the CAP AND GOWN.

This list does not take into

account such other activities as

work/study and community
involvement. And last, but not

least, let us not forget the

biggest club at Sewanee:
studies. What all this boils down
to is this: if we assume that the

average enrollment at Sewanee
for the past three years has been
°»75 students, and each student

is envolved in only one
organization, plus studies, there

can only be 25 students per

organization. Even if this figure

is altered by the fact that some
students belong to more than

one organization and others

belong to none at all, the record

is still impressive.

The conclusion that we can
draw from this is not that

Sewanee students are apathetic,

that there are too many
organizations, or that there are

too few students. The answer to

the problem may lie in the

p ossibility that the
organizations that cry "apathy"
really should cry "reform" and
adjust themselves to appeal to a

broader spectrum of students.

Peter H. Squire

To the Editor:

There are scabs on society's

skin that must flake away and
rot, as Ruth Laigle pointed out

to us on February 20. When the

day comes for Ruth to toughen

her childrens' skin, let us hope
she hasn't given birth to any

hemophiliacs, who because of

the Christian Science zealotry

of their mother bleed to death

as she coaxes them towards

independence. Ruth of course

could fall down and cut herself

to ribbons, scab up, and say

"See.See."

David Donaldson

Letter to the Editor

Having spent a stimulating,

weekend with three very

sensitive and dynamic women
writers at the WOMEN'S
CONFERENCE; I would like to

express my disappointment and

sympathy for those women,
(especially vocal in this

publication), who complain

NCAA DIVISION III PLAYOFFS WILL BE

BROADCASTED LIVE ON

WUTS
MARCH 7 & 8

SPONSORED BY:

SHENANIGANS BANK OF SEWANEE
SEWANEE INN STUDENT UNION-
SEWANEE MARKET TIGER BAY

BAKER'S SHEET METAL SHOP
UNIVERSITY MARKET

about the lack of

activities on campus and who,

nonetheless, could not find time

to support this conference. In

addition, I am sorry for OUR
OWN professional literary

scholars who were also unable

to reap any inspiration from

these accomplished writers.

Janet Leach Mayfield

Monteagle Dairy Queen
8:00 A.M.-10-.00 P.M.

Under New Management

Phoebe and Don Underhill
<E>

OK) OT UDbbQOS
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"The Echoing Green^
by Jim Harper

At. the December meeting of

the College Faculty, a professor

voiced a concern that has

occupied many minds for some
time. A request was made for a

committee to look into the

matter of a five day week. The
Curriculum Committee, to

whom such questions ordinarily

are referred, created a special

task force to investigate the

matter. Their instructions were

as follows: "Is there a feasible

way for the College to adopt a

5-day week? If so then, a) what
is the best way to arrange it? b)

Do you recommend its

adoption as preferable, for our

educational purpose, to our

present schedule?" The task

force was asked to make at least

a preliminary report by April, so

that potential changes may be

effected next fall. The following

is a personal evaluation of some
of the plans being considered:

1) A five day week could be

accomplished by having classes

every Monday through Friday.

a) The Swarthmore plan: on

a semester and class load system

essentially the same as ours,

MWF classes are the same as

present. There are only three

class slots (instead of 4) on TT,

ending at noon. To take up the

slack, classes are offered on
either of two specified

afternoons (MF in this case) for

150 minutes similar to

Sewanee 's Mozart class. Thus,

afternoon classes are restricted

to two afternoons a week, and

only to those visiting to take

such courses as could fit in such

a block of time.

b) Modified Vanderbilt plan:

Similar class load and semester

system; MWF the same; TT
classes are in four slots

beginning at 8 :00 and ending at

1 :30 p.m. The last slot is

scheduled with upper level

humanities and social science

courses, which may or may not

lessen the conflict with labs

beginning at 1:30. There are no
afternoon classes after 12 on
MWF, or after 1 : 30 on TT.

c) The Webb plan which I

don't really understand: MWF
the same; TT three 90 minute

slots ending at 12:30. In

addition, two tracks of 40

minute sessions meeting 4 times

a week at 11:10 and at 11:15.

These sessions would be

designed for elementary

language and present and/or
such a relatively long spring

break; yet the first semester is

already so crammed into

summer and Christmas that this

would be very difficult and
inconvenient for many.

d) The ostrich plan: accept
the system as it now stands,

since it does have its merits. If

the four or five six-day weeks
can be arranged around the
beginning of the semester when
work loads are lighter and
stamina is higher or around
spring breaks, then perhaps we
could bear them more easily. On
other weeks we would have a

five-day week, with the variety

of Saturday and Wednesday
study/happy days for whatever

AAA Membership
Growing Rapidly

by Annie Reasoner

Since it began several weeks

ago, the Abbo's Alley

Association has made
considerable progress.
Forty-three Sewanee residents

have purchased one-year

memberships at a cost of $25,

and two university students

have also bought memberships
at a special student rate of $10.

The following residents have

become members of the Abbo's
Alley Association:

Mr. and Mrs. J.J. Bennett
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Way
Mr. and Mrs. Sollace Freeman
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thomas, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. George Reynolds

Mr. and Mrs. C.B. Keppler

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chitty

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Powell

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gooch
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cushman
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Oliver

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bagley

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Seiters

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Catlin

Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher Stuart

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Foreman
Mr. and Mrs. Thad Marsh

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Watson
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Martin

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie McLaurin

Mr. and Mrs. Charles N. Turner

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Cameron
Mrs. Dorothea Wolf
Mrs. Francis Craig

Mrs. Sara Ham
The University Press

Mr. and Mrs. Stiles B. Lines

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence R. Alvarez

Col. and Mrs. W.K. Dudley

Mr. and Mrs. Quintard Jajner

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dugan
Mr. and Mrs. Giralt M. Jones

Mrs. Henry Kirby-Smith

Mr. and Mrs. Tib Looney
Mr. William Griffin

Mr. R.A. Ritayik

Mr. and Mrs. Houston Beaumont
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Simmons
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Deagan
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harrison

Mr. and Mrs. Peyton Cook
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kiblinger

Mrs. Roana Hays
Mr. Herbert Wentz
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood Ebey

The two student members
are John Hoover and Bruce

McMillian.

(Cont. on page 12)

Last Saturday, the
twenty-second of February, my
wife and I went to see the Purple

Masque production of two
plays, "Dutchman" and "What
Have You Done For Me
Lately". We sat through
"Dutchman", with much
disgust, leaving promptly
thereafter.

Never in all my experience in

foreign countries or in the

U.S.A. have I seen anything on
the stage as filthy and revolting

as the "Dutchman". Too, I

understand from one who sat

through the second production
that it was more filthy and
immoral.

As an alumnus, I do hope
there are a sufficiently large

number of students on the

Mountain to demand something
better.

James M. Avent

To the Editors

I would like to commend
your editorial that appeared in

the February 20th edition of

THE PURPLE. I think that it is

purpose people want to use

them. Arrange weekly study

habits so you can relax Friday

night anyway, or reexamine

your drinking habits so that you
can meet your classes the next

day. Or simply take a study day
when you want one, and
manfully accept the
consequences.

A change to a permanent
five-day week has serious

philosophical implications. I

hope the impetus for this

change is not laziness on the

part of students and faculty.

Rather it should fit in with the

educational purpose of this

thinking liberal arts college.

Perhaps routine daily class

preparation six days a week

leaves little enough time for

thoughtful, reflection and
independent study. Perhaps it

instead is the cause of that

wanted Sewanee phenomenon,
the duPont hermit. Perhaps
such a change could produce
greater creativity and greater

quality of learning. If so we
should do it. I am afraid,

however, that the mere
dropping of Saturday classes

would rearrange our non-class,

non-study time more to

weekends, where they would
not be as valuable to our
educational purposes. Perhaps,

the remedy can be found in

reducing the class load, which is

another column, which is

another day!

Mankiewicz-Kirk Debate
(Cont. from page 1)

Peace Corps as Director for

Peru, and later in Washington as

Director for Latin America.

From 1966-68, he served as

press secretary for the late

Robert Kennedy. Mankiewicz
has written several books on
fo rmer President, Richard

Nixon, including the bestseller,

PERFECTLY CLEAR and his

latest book, THE RISE AND
FALL OF RICHARD NIXON.
He is currently planning a book
on his trips to Cuba.

As a distinguished
conservative, Russell Kirk is the
author of THE CONSERVA-
TIVE MIND, possibly the most
widely read work in political

theory published during this

century. His syndicated

column, "To the Point" is

distributed by the LOS
ANGELES TIMES to more than

one hundred daily papers and he

is a contributor to monthly and
quarterly reviews in seven

countries. Kirk is the editor of

the quarterly, UNIVERSITY
BOOKMAN and the founder of

another quarterly, MODERN
AGE.

He has served as professor of

history and political science at

several colleges and universities.

Kirk's undergraduate degree is

from Michigan State and he

holds J Master of Arts from
Duke University as well as many
honorary degrees. The
conservative debator is the only

American to receive the Doctor

of Letters of St. Andrews, the

highest art degree from a

Scottish university.

Two of Kirk's recently

published books are ELIOT
AND HIS AGE and ROOTS OF
AMERICAN ORDER. He is a

Guggenheim Fellow and a

Senior Fellow of the American

Council of Learned Societies.

Some of his former opponents

in debate have been Norman
Thomas, Hubert Humphrey,

Dick Gregory, Eugene
McCarthy, William F. Buckley,

Jr., and Arthur Schlesinger.

Both Kirk and Mankiewicz

hope to visit classes at the

Letters To The Editor
about time that the University

realize that of more than the

250 freshmen (not to mention

the upperclassmen) from all

parts of the country, and even

those from other countries, few

have been educated at equal

levels of English composition.

Not all would be equally

capable of recognizing split

infinitives, comma splices, and

numerous other grammatical

errors. I, myself, was one who
was caught in the situation

where the junior high schools

left the grammar to the high

schools and the high schools

claimed that the junior highs

were supposed to teach

grammar and, subsequently, it

was the students who got

pinched.

I personally would like to see

the College offer a course in

English composition and
grammar, but there are a few

problems that first must be

overcome. First and most
important is that of the English

Department not wanting to be

burdened by teaching such a

course and in some respects,

rightfully so. I can hardly see

how a professor with a Ph.D.

would want to teach grammar.

Also I have the feeling that

when these professors were

hired they were under the

impression that they would not

be teaching composition

courses. However, I must say

that I can think of no other

department in the College that

would be more appropriate for

teaching composition than the

English Department. As implied

above, the addition of

composition courses would

mean that someone would have

to teach them. This being the

case, either the elimination of

other courses already offered or

the overburdening of professors

would be the end result unless

by chance the Department were

enlarged. Well, the English

Department can not add or

subtract members at their

discretion and neither can thev

add and subtract courses in a

similar manner. Through such

bodies of the College as the

Curriculum-Academic Affairs

Committee and the office of the

University if their airline

schedules permit. As President

of the Student Forum, Billy Joe

Shelton believes that their visit

will be not only interesting and

entertaining, but also an

educational and enlightening

experience.

The purpose of the Student

Forum is to plan their programs

so that it is possible to involve

many different elements in the

University community. Shelton

thinks he can succeed in this

purpose by scheduling the top

names on the lecture circuit.

This is what he has done with

the Mankiewicz-Kirk debate

and with the scheduling of the

Student Forum guest for April

17, Dick Gregory.

Starting next fall, the

Student Forum hopes to

schedule many of the 1976
presidential hopefuls. Shelton

admits that "they are usually

inclined to speak to the largest

groups possible," but he adds,

"Other universities have

succeeded in getting them."

Dean of the College such

decisions are reached. This

being the case, I am asking that

the administration take a lead in

searching for some sort of

solution to cure the ever

increasing plague of poor

composition.

I must point out that not

everyone has been sitting still

concerning this problem. The
Curriculum-Academic Affairs

Committee and the Department

of English drew up a resolution

and proposed it at the February

Faculty Meeting and asked that

acuon be taken on it at the

March meeting. It reads:

Be it resolved, in order to

improve the standard of English

composition among the

students of the College, that all

faculty members consider

composition as an essential

feature in any written work
submitted.

I must

say that I think that this is an

excellent idea, but I can not see

how the Faculty and the

Administration can possibly

(Cont. on page 5)
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We Gave A War

And No One Came
Our editorial last week was not written in an

irresponsible light. The questions we raised were

serious and deserved immediate and proper answer or

rebuttal by the Administration. We felt that this

editorial gave the Administration an open opportunity

to quiet the rumors of economic and academic

upheavel within the University.

The total lack of response from any member of the

Administration seems to prove our point that no one

on first floor Walsh-Ellettwill enlighten students on

highly important matters. This accusation is not to say

that the Administration is unresponsive in all areas. As

long as the problems remain in the realm of dorm hours

or roommates there is an overwhelming attempt to

accomodate students and their difficulties. Yet, if one

asks a question concerning such major areas as the

endowment and the budget or academic policies

"mum's the word." From this week's experience we

have found this to be the case.

This Administrative silence may have been an

attempt to quell the rumors and to allow the

controversy to fade in the distance before the Regents

met. Not unlike former President Nixon's attempts to

"Stonewall" Watergate rumors. We, however, feel these

questions must be answered especially while the

Regents are on the Mountain.

The first question is of immediate importance to the

students and their parents. What is the economic

situation in the University and how does this situation

effect scholarships? Mrs. Chitty has tried to answer the

question pertaining to scholarships, but many students

and their families still do not understand what is going

on. This question of scholarships leads to the all

important problem of the endowment itself. How
substantial is it? Do we have a false sense of security?

Furthermore, is there to be an increase in tuition?

Doesn't anyone in the Administration understand

student apprehension in these matters?

Perhaps, the reason that we have received no

answers is because we have touched too closely to the

real problem. Although the Administration has

admitted that there are economic problems, they

refuse to openly acknowledge the true causes. Is it true

that the Sewanee Academy and Sewanee Inn are

draining needed monetary resources from the College?

Is it necessary that the University bear total financial

responsibility for the operation of a community
hospital? Lastly and most importantly, is it true that

money from the endowment is being wwongly used to

balance the budget? Only the Administration can

provide the answers to these difficult questions.

We would like to see an immediate response to these

accusations and queries. Preferably, the

Vice-Chancellor could address himself to the student

body in either a Convocation or an open discussion

with students and faculty. Further issues of this sort

could be prevented by publishing the minutes of

faculty meeting and committee meetings (as has been

previously recommended). If the students are allowed

to know what goes on within these meetings and

understand their procedures, a better working

relationship could be achieved between students,

faculty, and administration.

Is it true that the Vice-Chancellor is the only one

who can implement these changes and answer our

questions. If so, why ? Does he have sole power over the

University.

Cynthia L. Smith Michelle A. Mauthe-

Cops Cop PURPLE
by Chip Pritchett

This is a true story. The
names have been omitted to

protect the innocent. On
Thursday, February 26 at

10 p.m. I arrived at the

Bishop's Common Delivery

entrance. My objective was

to deliver the SEWANEE
PURPLE for the entire

student body. I was doing

this worthwhile task as a

favor for an ill friend.

While delivering the

two-thousand newspapers

which weighed 235 lbs. and

while theives were alluding

the Sewanee Police

Department, I was
apprehended by the entire

force for delivering the

newspaper within a delivery

zone. I returned to my car

angered to find a ticket. I

accosted the officer

responsible for this deed.

Once he realized the

situation, he became more

understanding. THEN, he

discovered I was a student

and decided not to revoke

the ticket— at the same time

he was perusing the

PURPLE which he had

borrowed from the student

body.

In light of this situation

fines should be levied for

the following offenses:

being a student ($2), lbng

hair—over the collar ($2),

residing above the

Mason-Dixon line (Yankee,

$3), driving a foreign car

($2), rebellious attitude

Gail, billy club or $2),

failure to contribute to

officers pension plan (fine

adjustable), KMA sticker

(handcuffs, mace, or $5),

failure to salute and address

commanding officer ($2),

being unlawfully lit ($4),

and finally being a male

with an earring ($11).

As a student, I can fully

appreciate the many
benefits of the Sewanee

Police Department and the

fine men that it does have

working for it. At the same
time students seem to

constantly have tickets

issued to them for

QUESTIONABLE offenses.

If the Police
Department, would
consider issuing a few more

warnings and discussing

problems with students as

they arise then perhaps a

greater mutual respect

would develop between all

parties concerned.
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Moppy Dimon scoops a backhand

Netters Split

InWeekendPlay
by Amy St. John

The Sewanee Women's
Tennis team played two
matches last weekend winning
one and losing one. U.T.C., after

dropping an afternoon match to

M.T.S.U. 5—4, defeated

Sewanee in another close one, 5

to 4, later Friday night.

Billie Abney, at number one,

played a strong, consistent game
to beat Moppy Dimon 4—6,
6—2, 6—1. In the number two
position former Sewanee
student Chappell Guerry

outsteadied Amy St. John to

win 6—1, 6—3. Vicki Johnston

at third and Teresa Sanderson at

fourth were the only victors in

singles for Sewanee. Both

played well and lost just four

games each. Vicki beat Susan

Carson 6—1, 6—3 and Teresa

beat Pat Henry 6-3, 6—1.

Claudia Melton, playing in her

first match for Sewanee, lost a

close one to Callie Taft 6—3,
6—2. Sally Burton, at number
six, lost a long hard-fought

battle to Terri Frazier 7—6,

4—6, 7—5.

In doubles, St. John and

Dimon lost to Abney and

Carson 7—6, 6—3. At number
two, Sanderson and Johnston

were victorious again defeating

Guerry and Henry in three sets.

Sewanee's Melton and Burton

won over Taft and Frazier by

default.

Saturday was a new day for

Sewanee as they defeated

M.T.S.U. 5- 4 Dimon defeated

Janet Simpson 6—0, 6—0; St.

John defeated Becky Branch

6—1, 6—0; Johnston lost a

rough match to Sandy McMillan

6—3, 3—6, 6—3; Sanderson lost

7—5, 6—1 to Margie Nix;

Melton defeated Corinne

McDonald 6—1, 6-1; and

Burton defeated Laura Davis

6—0, 6—3 to put Sewanee ahead

4-2.

In doubles play St. John and

Dimon turned in the only win

for Sewanee—a 6—1, 6—1
victory over Simpson and

Branch. Johnston and
to the

Nix-McMillan team 7—6, 6—0;

and Melton and Burton lost to

McDonald and Davis of

M.T.S.U. 6-3, 6-3.

The tennis team, although

somewhat disappointed by the

loss to U.T.C., was happy to

have such good support at the

matches and hopes that it will

continue. The next matches will

be against Furman and

Vanderbilt on April fourth and

fifth on the Sewanee courts.

The women's record now stands

at 2—1 for the spring season.

Women's Basketball

Loss Ends Season
by Susan Carroll

Sewanee met Covenant last

week in a well-fought battle that

ended in Sewanee's defeat

43-24.
Sewanee was handicapped

from the beginning being

without Sherry Spain, a starting

forward, who was recovering

.from injuries received in the

previous game. Another
disadvantage for the Sewanee
crew was the 5'10V2" center on
Covenant's team. Our defense

managed to hold her to 6 points

in the first half. As the game
progressed, another Sewanee
starter, Jeannie Dortch, center,

had to be removed because of a

badly sprained ankle. Melissa

McCullough took over the job

of defending their big center.

At the half the score stood

with Sewanee leading 18—16.

The second half brought more
trouble to both teams.

Sewanee's hard-working Becky
Jordon was temporarily
removed from the action

because of leg cramps. Ellen

Cimino, who was doing a

fantastic job rebounding, was
getting into foul trouble. Three
starter on Covenant's team also

ran into foul trouble. With one
starter from Covenant and 3

starters from Sewanee out, the

game was completed with

Covenant leading 43—24.

Elle thhigh-:

10, Becky Jordan 8, and Debbie

Ross, Jeannie Dortch, and Bet

Stogsdill with 2.

The outlook for next year is

promising. All players will be

back and hopefully more girls

will join. The experience gained

from the few games played

provides great expectations for

the coming year.
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Alumni Council To Map
Fund-Raising Plans

Robert Ayres

Policy Review
{Com. from page 1)

The requirements for the B.S.

degree would be the same as

those for the present B.A. with

one exception. A student who
wants a B.S. would be required

to take sixteen hours outside his

major. He could choose the

sixteen hours from biology,

Chemistry, math, physics and

certain designated courses in

psychology and forestry. The

change in the B.S. in Forestry

which Sewanee already offers.

Another recommendation
which the commitee has sent to

the faculty would prohibit a

student's receiving two degrees

from the College at one
commencement. A Sewanee
graduate would be eligible for a

second degree only after having

returned and enrolled again as a

regular student.

The question of the library

science requirement remains

unanswered.Many students do
not believe the book and test

teach students enough to justify

the library science requirement.

An hour's credit is given for

passing the test, an hour which
Cordts called "the easiest hour
you'll get." Mrs. Julia Smith has

ent the committee a proposal

new course. The student must
submit the names of 25 other

students who have agreed to

take the course and also the

name of a teacher who has

agreed to teach the course. No
t h ; t h

student-initiated courses are

taught during each semester.

Proposals for the courses must
be submitted to Dean Puckette

during the first month of the

first semester.

The Alumni Council will

meet in Sewanee on March 7

and 8. Among those present will

be Robert M. Ayres, Chairman
of the Million Dollar Program,
and Smith Hempstone,
Associate Editor of the

WASHINGTON STAR. The
Alumni Council is the body of

alumni leadership, and this

meeting will focus on the

Million Dollar Program.

Robert Ayres is a Sewanee
graduate whose chief concerns

are world hunger and the

economic situation at Sewanee.
He is devoting th is year off from
his job as Senior Vice-President

of Rotan-Mosle to work for

world emergency relief and the

Million Dollar Program. He has

already donated much of his

time and effort to the two
problems.

Last year he went to

Honoduras and Africa to help.

Seeing stark need, he got other

business men to join him in

direct shipments of thirty-eight

carloads of wheat, among other

speedy measures. He also

persuaded fourteen alumni and
friends of The University of the

South to form with him a

$100,000 challenge grant to add
one dollar for every two dollars

in increased budget-related

giving to the University this

year. If the full $100,000 is

Science Institute

for the » of
the library, but the committee
has yet to act on the proposal.

In addition to these special

changes and additions to the

curriculum, the committee each

year approves a number of new
courses suggested by the various

a c a d e mic departments. A
student, as well, can initiate a

The Sewanee Summer
Secondary School Student

Institute will run from June 15

through July 26, and will

introduce those chosen for the

institute to scientific methods
and techniques. Preference will,

be given to highly motivated

students (not necessarily those

whose prime interest is in

science) from schools which do
not have facilities for advanced

work in science.

The major costs of the

Institute are covered by a grant

from the Mary Reynolds

Babcock Foundation with a

supplemental grant from the

National Science Foundation.

The project is one of 105

sponsored by the National

Science Foundation whose
grants of $1.7 million will

support some 3,400 students

Room, board, and tuition

Classified
For Sale Conserve Our Nauga

AYamaphaF-G75Guitar Very few people have ever seen a

A six-string steel Nauga outside of a zoo, due to their

Guitar— Excellent Condition valuable hides. To help, write CON,
$60.00. Contact SPO 651

.

SPO 611.

Minolta SR-T 101 35mm SLR camera

Like new "M Tag" guarantee still
Will Your Child Ever See a Nauga?

good. With new MC Minolta 135mm Nauga season is almost upon us.

f 3.5 telephoto lens, sunshade and Starting March 1 5 thousands of these

case (2-yr. guarantee). Body cap and lovable creatures will be killed for

front and rear lens caps. Excellent at
their hides. Don't let them die. Write

$200. Contact SPO 723. SPO 472.

will cost approximately $400;
partial and complete
scholarships are available. "Our
aim is to keep the project

available to qualified students

regardless of their financial

status," said Dr. Charles Peyser,

Director.

Allen
(Coin, from page 7)

black singers seem to be proud
of this music, and perform it

well. God knows white vocalists

can make an abomination of it

(recall Patricia Brooks and
"Summertime" on last years

Concert Series?) As long as

there are capable black singers

to interpret it, spiritual music

should be respected and
encouraged.

Betty Allen's presence on

campus was memorable to all

who came in contact with her.

Those few who heard her

post-curtain Norwegian encore

attest to her greatness and

suggest that the unfortunate

accoustics and design of Guerry

Hall might have attributed to

her general weakness. (I might

also call attention to the urgent

need for a new concert grand

piano). Her vast knowledge of

music, language and literature

proves her to be ti

remarkable. A woman of gr ..",,

talent, Betty Allen is a

professional by anyones

standards.

claimed, the million dollars

necessary to balance the budget
will be in hand.

Robert Ayres is former
Chairman of the Board of

Regents and past President of

the Associated Alumni. He is

dedicated to upholding
Sewanee as the type of

institution whose continued

strength is needed by society to
educate its leaders.

Smith Hempstone, Jr., a

nationally known journalist and
syndicated columnist, will also

be in Sewanee for the Alumni
Council Meeting. He, like Ayres,
is a Sewanee graduate. Mr.
Hempstone will be the principal

speaker at the meeting.

Placement News
Mr. Fritz Orr of Camp

Merrie-Woode in North Carolina

will be on campus recruiting for

camp counselor jobs on
Thursday, March 13. Make an
appointment in the Placement
Office for an interview.

Juniors and Seniors will have

the opportunity to interview

Mr. Wallen of National Life

Corporation for positions in its

Summer Intern Business

Orientation Program on

Thursday, March 13. Materials

on the program are available in

the Placement Office. An
interview appointment sign up
is necessary.

NEW MAJOR DEPARTMENT
BEING OFFERED

On March 10, a departmental

presentation on the new major

offering Comparative Literature

will be held in the Torian Room,
duPont Library at 4:30 P.M. Dr.

Jacqueline Schaefer will chair

the department and the course

AlleyAssociation
(Cont. from page 3)

According to adn

Director Albert Gooch, who
helped to start the organization,

"The Association is a private

group of people who would like

to see Abbo's Alley maintained

as a beauty spot." Mr. Gooch
explained that in the past, due

to insufficient funds and in

interest, the Alley was not kept

up properly. "A few people

have worked there, b ut that was
like trying to empty the ocean

with a spoon."

The Association plans to

meet at Rebels' Rest on March 3

at 4:30 p.m. to decide whether

it will be a permanent
organization, or whether its

activities will stop at the end of

this year. If the group does

decide to become a continuing

organization, it will elect two
commissioners; a third will be

appointed by the Vice-

Chancellor. They will make
detailed plans of the work to

be done in the Alley.

Mr. Gooch personally would

like to see the group's first

efforts directed toward a

general cleanup of the area.

"Raking, getting the trash out,

trimming the bushes, and

repairing the walks and

bridges," are among the first

chores that need to be done in

the Alley.

S&T Auto Parts
Stereo tape players

Winchester

PRIVATE PARTIES AVAILABLE

SUNDAY BUFFET
MON. - WED. - THURS. - FR.I. LUNCHEON SPECIAL

$1.75 plus tax
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